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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (57)

Dear Ciro,
My son have sued an employer of his few month ago. (born, tel aviv,
22.7.94 at 23:45)and on the date for the first session in court on 1/8/12
the day of his new lunar return with the Asc. of this return in Hs 7.
How will it affect the court session. I just noticed that in his solar
return Neptune is in the 7th house, what should he expects?
many thanks, Mordecai

Dear Mordecai,
personally I never make forecasts on the university examinations, on
the contests to get a job of prestige, on the legal actions in court.
I don't make these forecasts because a lot of practice has taught me
that you can win badly a legal battle or to lose it well. Nevertheless when
our dear friend Julie of the Wisconsin has not succeeded in taking her a
marvelous Seventh House to New York, really when the judge had to
decide in the legal battle with her husband, I have been quite a lot sorry.
A dear regard.
***

Dear Ciro,
I would like to thank you for all the books and comments that you
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have written as they are truly helpful and insightful! Please accept also
many best wishes for your birthday, although they are late, they are sincere,
from my heart:)!
There are two requests, I would like to ask you if you could
help me with:
1)Some months ago you suggested an ASR in Leonora, Australia for
my son Peter. He is starting now a new job in London, UK two weeks
before his birthday, so it will not be possible for him to travel that far as
London-Leonora takes longer than a weekend’s time.
I would be very grateful if you could suggest another place, taking
into consideration that his health is most important, but as his job is
actually his first job after graduation, it is also very important to him.
Peter’s data are: 24 September 1990; 2:15 pm; 27e55, 43n13.
2)My second request is about my own SR for 2013. I see Mars,
Uranus, Mercury and Neptune in my 12th house of SR, Pluto and Moon
in my SR MC, etc. I am convinced I have to relocate my SR in 2013, but
there is another thing that bothers me as well.
Since I have observed for some years that the SR starts its effects 34 even 5months before its actual date (usually end of Sep, October), I
am afraid that I will experience some of the negative effects soon. Is
there anything I can do in advance? Could you please advise. Vicky’s
data: 9 February 1963; 27e50, 43n34
Thank you very much!
Best regards, Vicky

Dear Vicky,
thank you for your compliments to me and for the birthday wishes.
I advice you again an Aimed Solar Return for your son in Australia.
The best city to depart for Australia is London, where he is.
By Qantas he is able to arrive, by an unique flight, in Australia in
about 22 hours.
Add 4-5 hours for reaching Leonora and add the return. Your son is
young and can to spend his birthday in about 3 days. The result will be
very excellent.
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For your next birthday, please, post again in October.
I am, theoretically in vacancy, but I am working to some books
contemporarily and I need to write, in August, blogger lighter.
Thank you.
***

Carissimo Maestro,
I want to offer my profound apologies—by mistake I have provided
erroneous information—the year of my birth is 1956.
The rest of the data is accurate. Can you please re-calculate and tell
me which place you recommend for my solar return?
I am thinking of Rio de Janeiro or perhaps Trinidad. Unless, of course,
you have better suggestions.
With deep gratitude, Gina
P.S Congratulations on the new book!
Gina

Dear Gina,
thank you for the compliments about my last book. I would like to
beg you more attention when you write your birth data in this blog because
behind the results that you read, there are sometimes hours of job and it
is not correct to make to work for hours an astrologer giving to him
some wrong information.
I hope that you will want to be more careful in the future. I now take
note that you were born in 1956 and not in 1965, but unfortunately Rio
de Janeiro is not equally right because Mars and Saturn cannot be put in
the 11^ House: those, if they have to stay in the same House, can stay
only in the 3^ or in the 9^ House, or you must be divide them.
Yours best Aimed Solar Return for 2012 is Skien in Norway where
we put a magnificent Jupiter on the 5^/6^ Houses' Cusp, besides we
place Venus in VII (magnificent!) and Saturn distant over 12° from the
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MC. Naturally, if you have also mistaken the time of birth, and you were
born 30' before, for example, then we will have bad results...
Many wishes.

ASR For Gina 2012 Rio De Janeiro

ASR For Gina 2012 Skien Norway

Buongiorno Ciro,
Thank you for re-calculating the solar return, I am really grateful for it.
As you say, there are some really exciting planetary positions in the
suggested chart for Norway, but my concern is about the sun in the 8th-isn't it a gloomy and difficult position?
I wonder what you think about Barbados - Mars and Saturn will be in
different houses there, and the Sun will be in the more favorable position
in the 10th.
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What do you think?
With respect and gratitude,
Gina

Dear Gina,
now you would like to put Mars in the 12^ House. Then you want to
play or do you want to hurt yourself?
P.S. The Sun in 8 ^ House is not always negative: at times it makes to
win you to lottery, other times it gives us an extra entrance of money,
other times it is to point out a mourning.
But we cannot avoid the mournings to us. I hope that tomorrow you
don't propose me to put your Ascendant in the 12 ^ House... I have
understood that you want to go to Rio de Janeiro, to Barbados, to
Bahamas, to Montecarlo...
A dear regard.

ASR For Gina 2012 Barbados

***

Dear Ciro,
Can I ask you one question regarding my SR for 2012/13?
I'm living in Dublin, Ireland but I was thinking of celebrating my
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birthday in Istanbul this year.(birth place)
Could you tell me if I should do so or would it preferable to stay in
Dublin?
27/11/1975 13.30 Istanbul/Turkey
Regards, Ida

Dear Ida,
next Aimed Solar Return in Istanbul is not possible because we
see an Ascendant in the 12^ radix House and 3 Celestials (a stellium)
in the 8^ House.
Also Dublin is not possible because you would have there Mars on
the Ascendant, a stellium between the 12^ and the I Houses and a Saturn
closed to Mid Heaven.
I recommend you Ouargala, Algeria, that is not a good Aimed Solar
Return, but perhaps it is the least bad one for your 2012 birthday.
Under in the page you will find the url to know at what time and in
what day will happen your birthday in Algeria.
If you want to understand the fundamental rules to choose an Aimed
Solar Return, I recommend you to read this book of mine of around 600
pages, a best seller in five languages that you can purchase where you
see, more under.
Many wishes.

ASR 2012 Istanbul Dublin For Ida
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ASR 2012 Istanbul Ouargala Algeria For Ida

Dear Ciro,
I was wondering if I could ask you one question regarding my SR
for 2012/13.
I'm living in Dublin, Ireland but I was thinking of celebrating my
birthday in Istanbul this year.(birth place)
Could you tell me if I should do so or would it preferable to stay
in Dublin?
Regards, Ida

Dear Ida,
I answered to you, on this blog, 2 or 3 days ago.
Best regards.
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Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and writer,
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July,
at 5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular
daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on
science, medicine, informatics, literature and
astrology. He always refused to cast the so-called
'horoscopes of the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other newspaper
or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the CNR (National Research
Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as Electronic Measures
Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 65
books, most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the
United States of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia).
He has published also about 750 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he
founded the quarterly Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his interest
in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities
and cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living
expert of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this
specific segment of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience
of more than 20,000 aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that
he suggested, whose outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is
particularly useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals or
groups of people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed
the school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

